
Estonia 



Important facts
◈ Area 45339km² 
Smaller than US!

◈  Estonia is 100 years old

◈ Our president is Kersti Kaljulaid.



Important facts 
◈  The capital is Tallinn
◈ The Estonian people are very serious nation.
◈ Our winters are like our flag: blue-black-white.



Intresting places
◈ Rummu career. Here is filmed Alan Walker´s music 

video „Faded“.



Intresting places
◈ Kaali field of meteorite craters. The lake has been 

caused by meteorite.



Intresting places
◈ Suur and Väike Taevaskoda. There are many myths 

about this place.



Estonian scientist
◈ Karl Ernst von Baer - discovered the mammalian 

ovum.



Estonian scientist
◈ Ernst Öpik - evolution of the Stars and Öpiku-Oort 

Cloud.



Estonian scientist
◈ Jaan Einasto - the honey structure of the dark 

matter and the universe.



Estonian scientist
◈ Alexander Schmidt - blood clotting fermentative theory.



Sports in Estonia
◈  Kelly Sildaru (16 years old) is our freestyle skier. 

2019 MM (women) gold medalist in Half-pipe. 



Sports in Estonia
◈ Ott Tänak is an Estonian rally driver. He is a 

multiple Estonian champion.



Sports in Estonia
◈ We can say that we are not good at football or basketball. 

But we are good at volleyball.



Funny video of Estonia



Tartu



Emajõgi
◈ Emajogi or "Mother River"  is a river which flows 

through the heart of Tartu. It's one of the longest 
rivers placed 9th on its length.



Tartu Ülikool
◈ Tartu is often considered the intellectual centre of 

the country, especially since it is home to the 
nation's oldest and most renowned university, the 
University of Tartu.



Gunpowder Cellar
◈ The gunpowder cellar is a historic building in Tartu which 

now functions as a beer resturaunt. It is also in the 
guinness world records book for the highest pub ceiling.



Video of Tartu



Tartu Raatuse 
School



Tartu Raatuse School
◈ New school building.
◈ Over 500 students.
◈ Almost 100 years old.



Tartu Raatuse School
◈ We can learn English, Russian, German and Spanish 

here
◈ Basics of Science are taught from the 7th grade
◈ Modern chemistry lab



Mart Noorma - alumni from TRS 1991
The Boss of project – EstCube (satellite)



Thank you for 
listening!


